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Tailorman 

"Bespoke Dressing"

Tailorman offers made-to-measure apparel that are tailored to suit

individual requirements, sizes and preferences. Located in Tasker Town,

this stylish store allows customers to select their fabric with help from

professionals, before they go through with customizing the garment as

per their need. Services are available for both Indian/ethnic wear, as well

as for western apparel, including suits.

 +91 1800 3000 1575 (Toll

Free)

 www.tailormaan.com/  care@tailorman.com  2 Bowring Hospital Road,

The Touchstone - Annexe,

Next to Safina Plaza &

C.Krishniah Chetty & Sons,

Bengaluru
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Groom Concepts 

"Dapper Men's Wear"

Groom Concepts has been dressing Bengaluru's fashion-conscious men

for quite some time. Found on the busy BVK Iyengar Road, this men's

specialty boutique stocks a vibrant collection of men's wedding wear,

formal attire and occasion wear. Buyers can either choose to customize

their outfits or pick from their trendy collection of ready to wear. Prossimo

and Sartorial are the two popular in-house labels from Groom Concepts.

 +91 80 4147 0910  5 and 6 BVK Iyengar Road, Hindustan Complex, Opposite

Maharaja Complex, Anchepet, Chickpet, Bengaluru
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Manyavar 

"Wedding Finery For The Man"

Located on the bustling Commercial Street in Bengaluru, this outpost is

one of the many stores of this brand that exist in the city. Manyavar offers

exclusive, premium ethnic and wedding wear for men. With stunning

selections that evolve every season, Manyavar makes sure that you are at

your best on your big day. Choose from a range of sherwanis, kurta sets

and Indo-western collections. Accessories such as matching ethnic shoes,

dupattas or stoles and jackets are also available.

 +91 80 4147 3443  www.manyavar.com/  128 Commercial Street, Bengaluru
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Prestige The Man Store 

"Exclusive Men's Store"

Established in 1956 to provide men with a wide range of dressing options,

Prestige - The Man Store offers stunning collections of both contemporary

and ethnic wear. The spacious shop Commercial Street is streamlined to

include everything from formal menswear, casual wear, ethnic and

wedding wear, across a selection of premium brands. There is also a

section dedicated to men's accessories, including fragrances from Azarro,

Dunhill, DKNY, eyewear, bow ties, belts, and wallets. A made-to-measure
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service is also available.

 +91 80 2558 8599  www.prestigethemanstore

.com/

 prestige@prestigethemans

tore.com

 165 Commercial Street,

Bengaluru
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Manoviraj Khosla 

"Upscale Designer Clothing"

Manoviraj Khosla is a trendy, upscale shop with its own in-house designer

brand. Set up in 1990, this boutique still acts as a studio as well as a retail

outlet for this renowned fashion designer although other outlets for the

brand are now available throughout India. Along with a variety of ready-

made clothes for men and women including party-wear, formal suits and

even wedding garments, the shop also caters to individual orders. A range

of comfortable and stylish shoes can also be found here. If you are in a

mood to splurge on some trendy and beautiful clothes, this is the place to

come to.

 +91 80 2554 2326  www.manovirajkhosla.co  manovirajkhosla@eindiabu

siness.comosla.com

 27 Dickenson Road,

Bengaluru
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